
Concrete Admixtures

WHAT DOES PANTARHIT® ACTUALLY MEAN?
Copyrighted name for Ha-Be’s plasticizers, superplasticizers and high performance superplasticizers. 
The innovative product group is classified as premium and high effective. The name PANTARHIT® is 
derived from the philosopher Heraclitus cryptic utterance and interpreted by his scholar Plato as “PAN-
TA RHEI” – Everything flows”.

PANTA | RHEI (greek: πάντα ῥεῖ);
In terms of Plato “Everything flows and nothing remains constant; an eternal becoming and alteration”. 

This interpretation emphasises the continuous, consistent change of human beings. Reality is not 
static but a process of consistent change.

PANTARHIT® therefore not only stresses the particular effectiveness of Ha-Be’s plasticizing products, 
the name also underlines the expertise to enhance products, find solutions and to cope with future 

challenges. Because “advancement is change and therefore improvement”.

Admixtures for Ready-Mix Concrete
Our system includes traditional PANTARHIT® plastici-
zers and superplasticizers as well as high performance 
superplasticizers of the newest PCE-technology. They 
ensure long slump retention, improve the workability 
and increase compactability in concrete with low water/
cement ratios. Manufacturers, contractors and applica-
tors may therefore achieve an economical and technical 
benefit.

Admixtures for Precast Concrete 
Our special formulated high performance superplastici-
zers named PANTARHIT® PC suit both challenges. They 
ensure a high strength development particularly at ear-
ly ages. Even at low temperatures and without external 
heat the high performance superplasticizers attain high 
early strengths. Therefore the PANTARHIT®  PC product 
reduce stripping time. In conjunction with an optimised 
compactability production expenditure can be reduced 
and productivity enhanced.
The VARIOL line includes form-release and cleaning 
agents that ensure an easy and clean release of precast 
elements and enables production to manufacture high-
quality surfaces with minimised air bubbles.

Concrete Admixtures

read Y-MiX and  Preca St  concrete
Regardless of what specific concrete properties are required - with the special built admixture system 
for ready-mix concrete and Ha-Be’s application service customers are able to realize the defined tech-
nical requirements efficiently. Admixtures for the precast industry have to match the efficient production 
process on one hand and need to satisfy the improved surface requirements on the other one.
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